


A FEW THOUGHTS… 
 Dear Listener, 

Inner Landscape is about the openness and expansiveness which is created through being present, paying attention
and listening - which in turn allows the newly revealed space  to be filled with all sorts of wondrous ideas, feelings,
thoughts, connections, inspiration and creative ideas. This is how my little newphews and niece Charlie, Ollie and
Matilda are. They embody playfulness, happiness and are constantly curious. They are my inspiration for being and living
well. I’d love for you to listen to this music with a child like curiosity to potentially discover something new each time you
listen. This is how many of the composers on this album approached their lives and composing music, so why should we
approach listening with any less engagement and creativity?

Inner Landscape falls into three parts: 

I. Ritual 
II. Seek Within Yourself 
III. Inner Landscape 

The following pages are a listening guide - to the
repertoire and intention of each section. I  highlight
some of the elements which I find fascinating and
beautiful, and there are many more for you to
uncover yourself.

Thank you for listening, Christina x 

The act of listening can be transformative. It can introduce a change of perspective, heighten our perception of sound,
space, time, spirituality. Our intuitive intelligence knows there is more beyond the images we see, the sounds we
perceive. Just sit in silence for a few minutes to begin to recognise this. In this age of overwhelming distraction, we have
to be intentional about where we place our attention. Distraction is everywhere - it’s persistent and attractive. The
alternative path is powerful, rewarding and lasting, offering the substance and connection we’re likely all searching for.



This album invites you to
experience deep

listening, to ‘Seek within
yourself’ to uncover the
beautiful and vast inner
landscape - through a

sumptuous sound world
of creativity, curiosity
and resonance. Inner
Landscape offers the
potentiality to change

perspective and
perceive what was 

 previously unseen and
unheard.



Part I 
 

RITUAL

Meredith Monk: Ellis Island 

Terry Riley: Keyboard Study no.2 

Arvo Pärt: Für Alina  



Rituals and spiritual practises have a lot in common
with concerts. Concert means to work together ‘in
concert’ and yoga - translates as union. The earliest
forms of yoga was a deep listening and attention
practise called Nada Yoga - meaning union through
sound.  When was the last time you felt immersed in
something? In a concert, in your work, any activity? 
 Where you lost all sense of time,  simply feeling
content and present in the moment. This state is
often referred to as ‘flow’ and it’s not something
which can just happen without focus and intention.
A ritual is an intention. It’s a way of creating a
metaphorical frame around our activity and a frame
can transform what we see within to a work  of art.
We  can do the same in listening - to set up a ritual
and intention for the path we’re about to take. 

You may know that I run a meditation and lying
down concert experience Lie down and Listen. I
invite you to try this at home as a ritual for listening
to this album. Set up a space to lie down, getting
super comfy with blankets, cushions, light a candle
too and call on your whole self - mind, body and
spirit to guide the way and reveal what it is you can
listen to. Be open and curious and you’ll find yourself
becoming part of the creative process. Just as I
choose what I tune into - through listening - you
become the artist, the musician, selecting what’s
important to you to hear.   In the ritual part of this
album, the rhythmic motion and trance like music of
Meredith Monk, Terry Riley and Arvo Pärt brings us
quickly into focus. It will slow down later - but this is
the setting up of the space - the excitement and
anticipation of an experience not yet experienced.

A RITUAL TO 
SEEKWITHIN TO
YOUR INNER LANDSCAPE  



Keeping this upwards energy and sense of motion, you’ll then  move into hearing Terry Riley’s keyboard study no. 2.
This was originally written as a graphic score and didn’t exist for others to play  until John Cage suggested that Riley
write it down as something legible for others to play. Prior to this, Riley used this piece as a meditation at the piano,
The composition is made up of different blocks of patterns - which are like mantras. The performer chooses to play in
any combination between the hands. Just like in a practise of meditation - even with the same mantra, depending on
the surrounding thoughts and feelings, it can seem so different.  Each time I  play this piece it will sound different as  I
respond differently from moment to moment. So this version is the one and  only of its kind. Performing this live adds
another dimension because when we’re all together in a room, it becomes a collectively creative experience - where
we feed off the energy of the moment, the people, what’s gone before - simultaneously creating, listening and feeling
when and how to evolve in the present moment to create the piece.

RITUAL 

Meredith Monk: Ellis Island 

Terry Riley: Keyboard Study no.2 

Arvo Pärt: Für Alina  

Ellis Island captures the spirit of transition from one way of life into another - setting the scene of Irish immigrants
travelling through Ellis Island in hope for a better life. You can hear the Irish lilt and a sense of questioning optimism,
seeming so relevant as we transition through this dark moment in history towards hopefully a better and more
conscious future. You can feel that same excitement and anticipation of embarking on a journey, knowing that a new 
 and different experience is on the horizon. Listen out for the very last notes which escape the sections of looping
patterns and we hear what sounds like an upward sweeping question. If you listening carefully, an answer  emerges
from inside the piano -the resonances responding and interacting with each other, trying to make sense of all the
sounds which have come before.

I  previously drew your attention to resonances at the end of Ellis Island. Für Alina by Arvo Pärt is all about the
resonance and the sounds between the notes having a brilliant conversation with each other. I think we have to work a
little more to really hear these sounds, because we’re so accustom to a certain expectation of what we should listen to
when we hear piano music - often the notes being depressed themselves.  So here we’re not so much listening to the
sounds, but the fascinating resonant sounds between the notes, generated by the notes. The deep resonance gong
you hear at the beginning - is like a call to prayer - in a ritual opening different layers of resonance. 



Part II

Seek
within
yourself 



SEEKWITHIN TO
YOUR INNER LANDSCAPE  

I’ve named the middle part of the album: Seek
within yourself. In Erik Satie’s Gnossienne no. 1
which you’ll hear, he writes these same words ‘seek
within yourself’ in the score. 

 
This part turns our listening inwards - perhaps to
reveal your reflection through the music. In music,
we can experience a sense of empathy and of
being heard, because the music expresses
emotions that have experience been experienced
before and inevitably again. The music can act as a
mirror to our own emotions. It might something
painful or joyful, but as  it’s a reflection you can
more safely observe, without getting overly involved.
Just like you would observe your thoughts in
meditation. It’s a beautiful way to do this because
we can feel in a harmonic resonance with the music
and others who’ve felt the same. As well as Erik
Satie you’ll hear Philip Glass and Arvo Pärt featuring
violinist Lana Trotovsek. 

 
 

I’ve called the final part of the album Inner
landscape, including ‘In a Landscape’ by John 
 Cage. Beyond the inner listening opens up a world
beyond what we normally perceive, something
deeper, something higher - something that is
unique to us and part of the source of inspiration.
We can enter into a world of creativity, colour and
sumptuous sounds and a change of perspective in
the transcendental music of Messiaen, Debussy,
Birtwistle.  



SEEK WITHIN 

This Etude has a cyclical feel both structurally and within each section. A life force in the form of an irregular rhythm
threads throughout. It’s first  heard at the beginning and is consistent through the piece, with evolution and layers
building around it, gaining experience and finally arriving at the end where we hear the same pattern as in the very
opening but sounding somehow with a deeper sense of knowing, wiser for the struggle and triumph that went before.
 

You’ll most likely recognise Erik Satie’s Gnossienne no.1. It was Erik Satie who coined the term furniture music. I think he was
perceiving the way so much of the modern world was pushing people AWAY from DEEP LISTENING. The impressive virtuosic
piano playing for ‘entertainment’ had become very popular in the 19th Century. The simplicity of Satie’s music is  profound and
his introduction of intention in music is in contrast to superfluous virtuosity. For example in his seemingly technically simple  
 Gnossienne no.1 he writes a number of unusual instructions in the score to play as of on ‘the tip of one’s tongue’ to ‘seek within
yourself’ and to ‘question’ To execute this with mastery is something which needs intention and deep attention. How is the
audience going to feel or hear the affect of these? How can I communicate this?
 

We now enter the seek within part of the album tuning our listening carefully
inwards to unexpected sounds and places and in particular the gorgeous
resonances between the notes themselves. You’ll hear my colleague and friend
violinist Lana Trotovsek in this part. 

Erik Satie Gnossienne no. 1

Arvo Pärt: Fratres (violin and piano)
This piece alternates between the motion and rhythmic drive we heard on the first
‘ritual’ section and a shift towards stillness, In a similar search for simplicity Estonian
composer Part says that “The complex and many-faceted only confuses me, and I
must search for unity. What is it, this one thing, and how do I find my way to it?” Bjork
once described Part “in a very sensitive way, has got the whole battle of this century
inside him." Fratres - which means brothers is a set of variations separated by
recurring motifs and within these feels like Pärt is moving and battling between the
complex and stillness where everything unimportant has finally fallen away. The last
moments capture a sense of infinity in the soaring harmonics on the violin and in
juxtaposition  are grounding chorale like chords on the piano. From this we fall into
gentle motion of Philip Glass.

Philip Glass: Etude no.2

Questionnez  

I must search for unity.
What is it, this one
thing, and how do I find
my way to it? 
Arvo Pärt

Erik Satie



Erik Satie: Ogive no.3 

Satie’s Ogive no. 3 takes us into a more traditional
type of place for ritual and prayer. When  playing,
in my mind  I’m transported to  the cavernous
spaces amongst the dramatic arches of the Notre
Dame in Paris, which inspired Erik Satie to write
this piece. This Ogiveno. 3 brings to question our
perspective. As with the arches - depending
where you’re point of view is, an arch  will frame
things in completely different ways. The piece
itself is a simple 4 lines of music - using the same
melody but heard from very different perspectives.

The first has a feeling of being introverted and
still following an almost Gregorian chant like
melody in its gentle movements across close
intervals. 

The second line of perspective is in bold and
resonant organ-esque chords  striving for the
heavens. When I play this, I hear additional layers
as if I was playing a grand organ and the pipes
are just vibrating like nothing else. 

The third perspective draws inwards again in soft
and colourfully harmonised version of the melody.
I think in contrast, this one is comforting and
contains a tenderness, as if whispering “it’s all
alright’’

The fourth and final perspective returns to the
grandeur of the organs resonating through the
gothic arches (the ogives) as the last d minor
chord, just disappears. 

 
 



Part III
Inner

Landscape

Harrison Birtwistle: Oockooing Bird 

Harrison Birtwistle: Berceuse de Jeanne  

Arvo Pärt: Spiegel im Spiegel 

John Cage: In a Landscape  

Claude Debussy: Étude Pour Les
sonoritiés opposées

 Olivier Messiaen: Louange à l’imortalite
de Jesus’ from Quatuor pour la fin du

temps



INNER LANDSCAPE 

This gentle piece was written by a 16 year old Sir Harrison Birtwistle. As I play this I imagine a little story of a young oockooing
bird learning to sing. The singing lesson is told through harmonic development, at first very simply a ‘c’ note is struck, the teacher
points out this is where things tend to centre around. They then explore the harmonic interval - the third  - this produces a curious
resonance which they together begin to sing and this becomes the basis for the piece, carried through the left hand. 

Harrison Birtwistle Oockooing Bird 

Lifting out this seek within yourself section, with a heightened sense of sound of harmonies, rhythm, silence and
resonances. I do hope you really enjoy those long end of track resonances, because that’s where all the magic is. We
now enter into a world of creativity, colour, subtle and sumptuous sounds in the final part of Inner Landscape and  a
change of perspective

Harrison Birtwistle Berceuse de Jeanne  

A lullaby which is unusually tonal for Birtwistle, but in a typically
irregular  rhythmic pattern. The delicate directions to the
performer here indicate to play at the tempo of a baby’s heart. I
play this quite slowly, but my intention is to put the baby to
sleep as there’s another marking at the end saying to repeat all
over again if the baby awakes. So the performer needs to be
moving softly and listening attentively.

A feeling of Pure inner reflection, Spiegel im Spiegel
meaning ‘mirror on mirror’ creates a stillness which in turn
creates a portal to deep inner listening. If a mirror is dusty,
you need to clear it so you can see that reflection. The
flowing arpeggiated piano part keeps a sense of the flow
and focus, while the long notes held in the violin and long
rising melodies create a  sense of simplicity, clarity and
hope. 

Arvo Pärt  Spiegel im Spiegel 

The duet gives the right hand freedom to exploring more
dissonance: we swoop past a baroque style  cadence, fleshing
out into Debussy esque chords and jazz inflected progression..
It’s a gorgeous moment to just  sink right into those chords and
of course their subsequent resonances.



INNER LANDSCAPE 

Entering into John Cage’s Landscape - a
composer known for his 4’33” of ‘silence’
reveals that silence doesn’t really exists but as
we become aware of it, our perception
heightens of sounds beyond silence, the
beginning of sound and real listening. 

In the previous century Erik Satie questioned
the purpose, fundamentals and intention
within  music and it’s performance. With Cage
- the questioning continues…

Are we listening?

Where is our attention?

What can we hear?

What can we see and feel within our Inner

Landscape?  

Who or what is really listening?

What else can we perceive if we chose to?

Cage was a practising Buddhist and in this
hypnotic piece, you can hear gentle Tibetan
like bells and gongs on the piano. Just as
when standing in a landscape, in listening to
In a Landscape, our perception seems to
shift, out of awareness of time. If playing
entirely through the album, this might be the
point of deepest listening and relaxation.

John Cage In a Landscape  



For me, this is one of the most remarkable of the revolutionary  
set of Études which Debussy wrote at the end of his life in
1915. Meaning Opposing sonorities. This particular one -
there is something spiritual, ethereal and profound.  Early in
Debussy’s career he worked to recreate the sounds of
eastern world music instruments on the piano and for other
western instruments. However in this stunning study for
opposing sounds, he seems to create a whole new sound
world of multiple layers, capturing the spiritual and
transcendental essence of the world music and its spiritual
milieu. 

Claude Debussy: Étude Pour les sonoritiés opposées

This piece both ends and begins the Inner Landscape
experience - a piece which transcends itself and may well
take you with it. The spaciousness of the music creates an
environment for contemplation. This work was written during
the second world war where Messiaen was held as a
prisoner of war in Germany. Amongst his fellow prisoners he
found a cellist, clarinetist and violinist and Messiaen played
piano. After he managed to obtain some paper and a small
pencil from a sympathetic guard he wrote quartet for the end
of time - from which this movement comes. His inspiration
came from the book of Revelations:

 Olivier Messiaen: Louange à l’imortalite de Jesus’
from Quatuor pour la fin du temps

And the angel which I saw stand upon the sea and upon the earth
lifted up his hand to heaven, and sware by him that liveth for ever and
ever ... that there should be time no longer.

”and the angel which I saw stand upon the sea and upon the
earth lifted up his hand to heaven, and sware by him that
liveth for ever and ever ... that there should be time no longer”



A truly creative spirit, she has collaborated with numerous
artists and industries, including visual artists, DJ and sleep
expert Tom Middleton, folk musician Peggy Seeger and
recently with NWLive for the Belonging Project in an
ensemble for oud, percussion, piano, lute alongside poets.
She also collaborated as composer on a sustainability film
with Mary McCartney and poet Theresa Lola.

Christina has performed at leading venues/festivals
including Cheltenham, Aldeburgh, QEH and worked with
composers such as Harrison Birtwistle, Tansy Davies,
Stephen Montague, Ayanna Witter-Johnson, Freya Waley-
Cohen etc. In 2016 Christina was selected as a young artist
in residence at St John’s Smith square, and from 2013-17
she curated programmes of multimedia and piano events
for The Royal Academy of Music annual Piano Festival. In
2017-18 she was a Visiting Associate at Kings College
London Institute of Psychology, psychiatry and
Neuroscience, testing the benefits of music and
psychedelic visuals in a lying down concert. This evolved
into Lie down and Listen combining the benefits of
meditation and classical music whilst lying down.

She was a mentor for winners of the Geneva International
Music Competition 2021, for UNESCO Day of the Girl, and
has given talks on music at Universities world wide.

www.christinamcmaster.org 

When  Christina  was very young, she would play piano for her grandmother, who many times told her the story of how her
grandfather didn’t go to the doctor when he was sick, but instead went to the Opera. Today, Christina‘s vision is to bring the
wellbeing and healing benefits of music to all. She is the founder of Lie down and Listen - a meditation and lying down concert
experience. She studied at the Royal Academy of Music with Joanna MacGregor. She has since performed internationally and has
appeared on BBC Radio 3, Radio 4 and Classic FM. She trained in Sound Healing with Sound Ceremony and has a 100hrs Sound
Healing training recognised by Yoga Alliance. 

Christina McMaster Biography 

http://www.liedownandlisten.com/


1.  Ellis Island:  Meredith Monk (b. 1942)

2. Keyboard Study no.2: Terry Riley (b. 1935) 

3. Für Alina: Arvo Pärt (b. 1935) 

4. Gnossienne no.1: Erik Satie (1866 - 1925) 

5. Fratres: Arvo Pärt *

6. Étude no.2: Philip Glass (b. 1937) 

7. Ogive no.3: Erik Satie

8. Spiegel im Spiegel: Arvo Pärt * 

9. Oockooing Bird: Harrison Birtwistle (b. 1934) 

10. Berceuse de Jeanne: Harrison Birtwistle 

11. In a Landscape: John Cage (1912 - 1992) 

12. Étude Pour Les Sonorités Opposées: Claude Debussy (1862 - 1918) 
13. Quatuor pour la fin du temps, Louange à l’imortalite de Jesus: Olivier Messiaen
(1908 - 1992)  *
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